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Abstract: Social and semantic web can be combined for searching web resources. A semantic search engine can find accurate results and
annotate web resources using this cooperative approach.As the volume of information is growing, the syntactically correct outputs given by
traditional search engines for the user queries have enlarged directly. In order to find exact answers for user queries many more Semantic Search
Engines (SSE) are developed now a day. The Semantic Search Engines use a wide range of methods for matching the semantics behind user
queries and the indexed collection of resources. The survey shows the semantic search engines domain, and presents a miscellaneous of
perspectives about the different classification of approaches. A comparative scheme is presented here and the prevalent research directions in
SSE with the advancements in it are identified for the efficient searching techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The search results provided by the traditional search engines
are irrelevant and hence can frustrate the users. These
answers are not precise enough for some users demanding a
more refined list of results according to the semantics of
their queries. This open problem has motivated a new era of
search systems that have received the name of Semantic
Search Engines.The goal of this work is to study research
directions in semantic search engines. An overview of
current approaches to semantic search can be seen here. One
of the reasons for which Social Web or Web 2.0 became so
popular is that it is focused on contents, relations and
knowledge and not precisely on technology. Web 2.0
technologies augment the Web power.
II. RELATED WORK
1. Semantic search:
Semantic search technology enables accurate retrieval of
information via concept/meaning match. It is very effective,
and perhaps the only method, in application to credible and
dynamic content. Because most of the credible and dynamic
content are statistically flat (infertile) for popularity
algorithms to work effectively beyond common queries.

A Semantic Search Engine (SSE) can be understood as a
semantic Web application that can answer questions based
on the meaning of users query specification, resources in the
repositories and in many cases it is based on predefined
domain semantics or a knowledge model. SSE can return
relevant results on your topics that do not necessarily
mention the word you searched for explicitly.
1.1 Semantic Web technologies
The Semantic Web technologies have been represented in a
stack often called the “Semantic Web cake” or “Semantic
Web stack” as shown in Figure 1. The stack shows the
layers of technologies required to realize the full Semantic
Web vision.
The bottom layers of the stack have been fully realized (at
least upto RDF + rdfschema).The Ontology vocabulary
layer has been partly realized and is actively being
developed. The upper layers are still not quite mature at the
web scale though these have been deployed within local or
enterprise levels. However, the Semantic Web stack is itself
evolving frequently along with new technologies, research
and practical challenges coming to the scene. Existing
technologies. The basic Semantic Web technologies and
frameworks are quite well-established by now. Just as web
documents are identified and interlinked by URLs, data
resources are identified and interlinked by URIs (Uniform
Resource Identifiers) in the Semantic Web. RDF (Resource
Description Format)8 has become the standard language
used to describe data for the Semantic Web. With the RDF
model, all information is represented as (subject, predicate,
object) triples, also known as RDF triples.
OWL (Web Ontology Language) has become the standard
for representing Semantic Web ontologies. Similarly,
SPARQL12 has become the standard for querying in the
Semantic Web. Many ontologies have been created for
different information domains. Semantic Web technologies
are successfully being used in many industrial applications.

Figure 1: A more recent version of the Semantic Web stack.
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1.2 Different Schemes for Comparison and Classification
of SSE
Extensive classification of approaches:






Related searches/queries: The SSE recommends
searches that are in some “sense” similar to the user
search.
Reference results: SSE is responding with
resources that define the search terms, via a
dictionary look-up, or elaborately, pulling
Wikipedia pages.
Semantically annotated results: SSE returns pages
or documents with high-lighting of text features,
especially named or pattern-defined entities.

To study the interoperability has become important, that is,
to analyze the kind of interoperability present in
SSE,whether the SSE is a machine or informatic agent query
able. The SSE exploration is summarized in Table 1[3],
which show the following 8 parameters:


Main approach(es): This field identifies the type
of approach used by each SSE.



Features: It is a description about the main SSE
qualities.



Type of Result: It specifies the query result:
summary, link, free text or other.



User feedback: This is useful when there are
multiple controlled terms that match with the free
text input semantically. There are two ways. The
first one is called “pre-query disambiguation”,
allow us to select the intended term be-fore it is
processed by the search algorithm. The second way
is called “post-query disambiguation”; feedback is
taking into account on the results.



Full-text similarity search: SSE use a block of text
ranging submitted from a phrase to a full
document, rather than a few keywords.



Search on semantic/syntactic annotations. Users
define the semantic of search by means of indicate
the syntactic role the term play.



Multilingual: Multiple language support.



Concept search: The SSE identifies specific
concept to seek the original and their equivalent
concepts semantically.



Interoperability: It evaluates if the SSE is able to
exchange machine understable content by mean of
a standard protocol.



Ontology-based search: SSE can understand
hierarchical relationships of entities and concepts
as in taxonomy, and more complex inter-entity
relations.



Result explanation: Here the SSE argue the query
answer, justifying by means a graph, conceptual
structure or other.



Semantic Web Search: SSE capture data
relationships and make the resulting "Web of data"
query able.



Ambiguity alarm: In many cases, there are results
that match with the query. SSE must advert to user
about the different senses that satisfy the query.



Faceted search: It provides a means of exploring
results according to a set of predefined, high-level
categories called facets.



Clustered search: It is like faceted search, but
without the predefined categories. Meaning is
inferred from topics extracted from the search
results.



Natural language search: The SSE understands the
semantic behind the questions, and present answers
in natural language.

A summary about the classifications is presented in Table 1.
The goal is identify the main active areas in SSE domain
[1].
2. Analysis of current SSE
According to the researchers to improve traditional engines,
including features like: user feedback; results explanation
and compressive presentation of results; and more dialogue
with the users about possible problem with their request, e.g
ambiguity advertisement is needed.

Additional two features are presented
online version, as following:

available in



Geospatial component: It allows evaluate as if the
SSE takes into account additional richness aspects,
such as geospatial location information when is
required to complement or clarify the semantic or
to confirm the result sense. i.e. Washington state
instead of Washington president (see RDF online).



Availability: It examines if the Web application is
available now (see RDF).

Web applications and publications describe their approaches
from a very abstract view-point. Classifying the SSE
according to their external description and comparing with
similar semantic search engines is being done without
having deep knowledge about them. In table, the symbol “-”
represents unknown information. The main parameter of
comparison in the table is the second column “Main
approach(es)”. It allows us to identify the research areas
with the more intense activity in the semantic search.
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Table 1.Comparison of semantic search Engines
Engine

Main
Approach(es)

Features

Type of
Result

Ma

Interoperability

RE b

AA c

SenseBot

Concept Search

Text mining

Summary

Yes

SOAP, REST

No

No

BotPowerseet

Natural
Language
Process-ing
(NLP)
Semantic/Syntac
tic An-not.,
Reference results
NLP
Related
searches, NLP
Ontology-based
search,
Semantically
annot. results
NLP, concepts
search

Free text input,
disambiguate.

Summary

Yes

-

Yes

Yes

Analysis across
large amounts
of data
Business, APIs
Excellent resumes
Questions –
answering

Summary

Yes

-

No

No

Link
Link & Free
text
Summary
and classification

Yes
Yes

API
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

No

Direct Answer API,
Query API

Yes

Yes

Learn general
knowledge

Free text

No

-

No

No

Semantic Web
documents.
model of word
relations in context
Web, parallel
computing,
mathematical,
grid knowledge

OWL, RDF

No

REST web service

No

No

Free text

Yes

-

No

No

Taxonomy,
graph

Yes

REST API

Yes

No

Zero-click Info
above links,
Disambiguation

Summary

Yes

XML-based API

-

Yes

DeepDyve

Cognition
Hakia
TrueKnowledge

Open Mind
Common Sense
Swoogle
TrueVert

Wolfram Alpha

Duck Duck Go

Semantic Web
search
Concept search,
NLP and
Clustered results
Reference
results, Ontology-based
search, Clustered search
Clustered search,
NLP

a Multilingual, b Result explanation, c Ambiguity alarm

3. Social-semantic search
Social and Semantic Web are two approaches
complementary and each must draw from the other‟s
strengths. In this regard, the ontology metadata provides the
benefit of enabling a semantic search engine to find accurate
results and to apply reasoning procedures on the metadata.
Respect to the social dimension, Wu et al. in states that
social annotations remove the high barrier to entry because
web users can annotate web resources easily and freely; it
directly reflects the dynamics of the vocabularies of the
users and thus evolves with the users. This cooperative
approach is called, social-semantic web. To rniai et al. it will
let „creating, managing and sharing information through
combining the technologies and approaches from Web 2.0
and the Semantic Web‟. Merging the best of both
approaches can play a crucial role in the OER search:
semantic enrichment of tags or content created by users
through social tools, social annotations for recommend
social systems and folksonomies to populate ontology.

4.1 Structured Data Production in the Social Semantic Web
In spite of the challenges, the combination of social and
Semantic Web technologies is definitely promising and a lot
of work has been done and are being done in this area. The
combination is significant for the production of structured
contents required for the practical realization of the
Semantic Web. Hence, creation of structured contents in the
social Semantic Web is a major focus. The sources of
structured data may be different. For e.g., data may come
from the users, existing web pages, users desktop,
unstructured text, databases, etc. In some systems users
actively contribute structured data. In other approaches,
users continue to use the existing systems and semantic
contents are derived from these indirectly without involving
the users. Some systems only produce structured instance
data while some produce concepts and ontologies too. Users
may participate independently or collaboratively for content
creation.
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informal knowledge management. Some works done in
semantic blogging are as follows.
The Semantic Blogging Demonstrator is a semantic blog for
the bibliographic domain. Blog entries contain bibliographic
items as metadata.
4. Socialsemantic searching technologies
Some Social semantic searching technologies are enlisted
below:


Social context in online communities: Here is an
approach to extract social context from online
social communities, and a prototype that exploits
this information in the browsing process. By using
the SIOC ontology we can have access to highquality data with rich structure, which can be
directly analyzed for implicit social relations.
Relations between people can be derived from their
online interactions, such as content that they create
or reply to.



Blogs: Easy usable user interfaces to update
contents.Easy organization of contents. Easy usage
of contents. Easy publishing of comments.Social
collaborative (single users but strongly connected)



Wikis: Wiki à invented by Ward Cunningham.
Collection of HTML sites for reading and editing.
Most famous and biggest Wikiexample is
Wikipedia (MediaWiki) can also often used in
Intranets. The Problems are solved socially instead
of technically. It has Flexible structure. Uses
Background algorithms + human intelligence



Delicious: It allows the tagging of bookmarks.
Community aspect usage is for suggestion of tags
that were used by other users. Availability of tag
clouds for bookmarks of the whole community.
Possibility to browse related bookmarks based on
tags.



Semantic Blogging: Creating blog entries in a
structured fashion.Based on the ontologies. This
allows Acquiring complementary information from
the Web.



Semantic Wikis:A semantic wiki is a wiki that has
an underlying model of the knowledge described in
its pages. Regular, or syntactic, wikis have
structured text and untyped hyperlinks. Semantic
wikis, on the other hand, allow the ability to
capture or identify information about the data
within pages, and the relationships between pages,
in ways that can be queried or exported like
database data.

Figure 2: Structured content creation in the social Semantic Web

3.1.1 Direct creation of semantic contents by the users
In this broad category, the users explicitly create the
semantically structured contents. This may further be
classified into two groups based on the type of content
created.
3.1.1.1 Structured instance data creation
In this category, the users directly contribute structured
instance data only based on some existing ontology or
concept schema. Usually the users contribute data
independently without any collaborative effort with others in
the community. However, the entire community benefits
from the collection of individual personal contributions.
There are several works in this category semantic blogging
is such a work. By it blogs have made publishing
information on the web very easy. Blogs serve as dynamic
media showing the latest posted information. Blogs can
effectively capture informal knowledge from several users
and cater to the entire community. Conventional database
driven information systems are rigid and do not covers all
types of information that people may want to share within
an organization or community. Informal snippets in blogs
can cover a wide variety of information. However,
traditionally blog entries do not have much structure and
organization and cannot be processed effectively. Semantic
blogging is a technology that builds upon blogging and
enriches blog items with metadata. Semantic blogging
exploits the easy publishing paradigm of blogs and enhance
them with semantic structure. It combines desirable features
of both blogging and the Semantic Web. Blogging provides
an easy platform for online publishing along with
mechanisms likes RSS, comments and trackbacks. The
semantic web can provide well-defined structure to
information based on ontologies so that it can be processed
by machines. This also enables interoperability between
different systems and facilitates information exchange.
Pieces of structured data in semantic blogs can be
interlinked with semantic relations. This enables meaningful
navigation and organization of related contents in blogs.
Semantic blogging can extend blogging for decentralized



SoftWiki: Ontology for Requirements Engineering
In order to semantically support the requirements
engineering process the SoftWiki Ontology is
developed for Requirements Engineering (SWORE)
in accordance with standards of the requirements
engineering community. Central to the approach are
the classes.
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MyOntology: A tool which helps specialists and
ontology experts to collaborate easily. MyOntology
uses the Web 2.0 paradigm gives collaboration of
specialists and ontology experts. In first phase
(until lightweight ontologies).It provides High
usability, Integration and Reusing of web
knowledge. (Web 2.0: Folksonomies, Flickr,
YouTube, Wikipedia, etc.)
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III. CONCLUSION
The best of both semantic and social approaches can play a
crucial role in semantic enrichment of tags or content
created by users through social tools, social annotations for
recommend social systems and folksonomies to populate
ontology.
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